Granite Bar Tops: What Are the Best Stones?
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Granite is very often used as a home building material and is typically featured in kitchen countertops,
bathroom vanity tops, backsplashes, and many other home surfaces. One of these ideal surfaces for the
natural stone is a bar countertop. Granite bar tops are sure to impress, whether indoors or at an outdoor
kitchen bar area.
But which stones will look best as your home bar? This guide will help you narrow down your options by
evaluating the best types of granite for bar tops.

10 Best Granite Bar Tops
While materials like quartzite, onyx, and others can also work well as a bar top, granite will offer you so
many different colors and styles to choose from. From types of stone that match your cabinetry to bold,
attention-grabbing styles, there are many to choose from.

Colonial Gold Granite Bar
If you are looking for a stone that is stylish but not too flashy, Colonial Gold granite may be the perfect
choice for your new bar top. The stone has a light beige background with veins that are gray and gold.

Bianco Antico Granite Bar
This amazing white granite is a popular choice when it comes to natural stone countertops, whether as a
kitchen countertop, bathroom countertop, kitchen island top, or of course, a bar top.

Madura Gold Granite Bar
If you want to bring a natural touch of light to your bar area, Madura Gold granite is an ideal stone for you.
The gold background of the stone is accompanied by veins that are black, gray and white.

Santa Cecilia Granite Bar
Santa Cecilia granite is one of the most popular types of granite used in remodeling projects. The stone is a
beautiful blend of gold, brown, beige and black, and will look incredible as a new bar top.

Juparana Exotica Super Granite Bar

The distinctive gold, black and white veins draw attention to the beige background of this exotic granite. If
you really want a granite bar top that will steal the show, Juparana Exotica Super granite is a terrific option.

Silver Paradiso Granite Bar
This dark gray granite has incredible white veins that make it a wonderful choice for any new bar top. It is
also suitable for many other surfaces around the home.

Tan Brown Granite Bar
Tan Brown granite has a dark background with beige speckling. This stone is a popular choice for many
kitchens and is a great choice for an outdoor setting as well.

Blues in the Night Granite Bar
If you are looking for a darker colored granite for your new bar top, Blues in the Night granite is a fantastic
option. If you have a darker kitchen design (or want to contrast a lighter kitchen design), this stone can be
the perfect fit.

Altair Granite Bar
Altair granite is a breathtaking natural stone that is a perfect fit for any bar top. The black background of the
stone features dramatic, thick orange, red and gold veins.

Black Galaxy Granite Bar
Scattered copper colored flakes dot the black background of this aesthetically pleasing granite. If you are
looking for a dark bar top, this stone can be just what you are searching for.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How Much Does Granite Cost?
On average, granite costs between $32 to $75 per square foot. As mentioned above, some rare types of
granite can cost in the higher end of this range.

Can You Install Your Own Granite Bar Top?
Granite is extremely heavy and hard to handle, meaning that you will have to hire a professional installer to
put your new bar top in. Hiring a professional will significantly lower the chances of an improper countertop
installation and will keep you from getting injured trying to install on your own.
When it comes to bar tops, granite is an excellent choice. The natural stone is not only beautiful but
incredibly durable as well. By reviewing the information above, you can find the best granite bar top for
your home.

